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Dear Students 

‘Doing homework is a great way to develop a sense of responsibility. By being 

assigned work one day and knowing that it has to be done by the next day, 

children develop a sense of punctuality by turning their work in on time’. 

Summer vacation brings easy mornings, relaxing afternoons and playful 

evenings. It also brings a good time to plunge into the sea of imagination and 

creativity. So let’s get ready to learn something new every day. 

 

The following points will help you complete your work and enjoy doing it too. 

1. Make a plan, how to do, which subject to do first? How do you want it to look, 

what paper to use? 

2. Fix a time, set aside some time everyday, morning is the best time, after 

breakfast. 

3. Motivate yourself to give your best, work on the presentation. 

4. Make it a family affair, involve your family, take ideas. 

The holiday homework is given below subject wise. You are required to make a 

separate file/folders for every subject, use resources available at home, be 

creative. 

Wishing you all the best. 

 

Mrs. Smita Amit 
Principal 
 



MATHEMATICS 

A. In Sikkim , Aggriculture is the main occupation of the inhabitants. It is 

the basis of the socio- cultural pattern of the territory.  

List major five food  crops grown  in Sikkim and make a pie chart of 

it.(represent major food crops in  percentage)  

Note: A pie chart (or a circle chart) is a circular statistical graphic, which is 

divided into slices( sectors) to illustrate numerical proportion. 

How to Create a Pie Chart:  

 If the values of observation/components are expressed in percentage, then the 

centre angle corresponding to particular observation/component is given by 

 

Steps of construction of pie chart for a given data: 

● Find the central angle for each component using the formula given on the 
previous page. 

● Draw a circle of any radius and draw a horizontal radius. 

● Starting with the horizontal radius, draw radii, making central angles 
corresponding to the values of respective components. 

● Repeat the process for all the components of the given data. 

● These radii divide the whole circle into various sectors. 

● Now, shade the sectors with different colours to denote various components. 

● Thus, we obtain the required pie chart. 

B.  Do the activity to verify that  sum of the  interior angles of the quadrilateral 

is 360 degrees.(refer moodle for this activity) on A3 size sheet . 

 

C. Solve 4 questions each   from  maths exemplar book  ch-1 and ch-2 every 

day. ( to be done in a separate notebook) other than  Mcq ,fill in the blanks 

and one word answers . 

 

Note: Prepare a beautiful scrap book . Do the above mentioned activities   A and 

B in the scrap book. 

 

 

 



SCIENCE 

 

Make a single folder for your Science holiday homework. Mark separate 

sections with interesting bookmarks, All work to be in your handwriting 

please. 

 

1. Prepare a project report on “Use of plastic and the environment”. 

The North Eastern state of India- Sikkim, which in 1998 became the first 

Indian state to ban disposable plastic bags, is also among the first to target 

single-use plastic bottles. In 2016, Sikkim took two major decisions. It 

banned the use of packaged drinking water in government offices and 

government events.  Evaluate how the state of Sikkim has followed up on 

“Environment Friendly Measures”. 

a) Enlist all the  measures taken by the people of the state to face the 

challenge of pollution.  

b) Write down some  measures that  you can adopt to reduce the 

usage of harmful plastics and polythenes in your surrounding?  

c)  Find out the expansion of the abbreviation related to plastics and 

polymers like TEFLON, PTFE, PET, PHB, and PHV.  

d)  Find out the building blocks of the following polymers: 

POLYESTER, POLYSTYRENE, POLYTHENE, BAKELITE, and 

RUBBER. 

 Make your project content rich and presentation good. Research, 

investigate and find your own solution. 

  

2. BE THE BUDDING SCIENTISTS!  

Design your own experiment and feel like a scientist.  

Instructions: - Choose any topic related to Physics/ Biology/ Chemistry and 

design an experiment using simple things around you  to explain any law, 

principle or phenomena around us. Prepare a working model/an activity/ 

chart related to it. Write the activity in your file, under the section: Activity 

name. Principle, Procedure, Observations, Safety measures and 

Inference. Support your activity with diagrams and pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SOCIAL SCIENCE 

                      
 

Make a single folder for your Social Science holiday homework. Mark 

separate sections with interesting bookmarks, All work to be in your 

handwriting please. 

1. Dear Children, 

             You know many dance forms such as classical, folk and modern 

dance forms like Hip Hop, contemporary etc. Lets use these holidays to 

learn different dances of SIKKIM, a beautiful north eastern state of our 

country 

Research on two of the following please: Chu Faat, Singhi Chaam, Yak 

Chaam, Tashi Zaldha,Maruni dance, Subba folk dance, Mask dance, 

Rechungma or Tamang Selo 

Don’t the names sound interesting. Find out more about them. 

1) When are they performed?  

2) What are their main features? 

3) What do the dancers wear? 

Make your project colourful by pasting their pictures. 

 

2. Submit a  project on water conservation.  

Topic: Water conservation : Its strategy ans solutions. 

Use A4 size sheets (only 6 pages). The project work to be handwritten 

(blue or black pen should be used). You can use newspaper clippings, 

maps, diagrams and material from the web. Each illustration to be 

supported with a write up/relevance to the topic. The cover page should be 

written in bold letters with the topic, name and roll number Follow the 

sequence of pages as given below:Index, Information, Acknowledgement 

 

 

 



ENGLSH 

 

1.      Article Writing: 

Taking clues from the cartoon given below, write an article on the topic 

‘Conservation Of Resources- Need of the Hour” in about 120-150 words. 

  

  

 2.“Breaking News” :Various interesting and amusing incidents and anecdotes 

must have happened with you during the quarantine. On an A4 size sheet, 

write a report on one such incident/ anecdote that occurred with you. Give a 

suitable headline to it and use exaggeration to make it a breaking news. 

3. ‘Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment’. Set a 

timetable and utilize your time to the utmost by balancing your activities 

like studies, play time, watching TV and other activities which you 

undertake. Write a paragraph on how you have planned your holidays 

keeping in view the above statement. 

4.  ‘Reading is dreaming with open eyes’. Read any of the prescribed novels 

in English and complete the given tasks-  Information about the author, 

your favourite character, your favourite incident or chapter from the novel, 

your reason for liking the novel.     

Books- a) The Canterville Ghost by Oscar Wilde 

        b) Little Women by Louisa May Alcott 

        c) A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens 

Note- Use A4 size fluorescent sheets 



 

 

COMPUTER 

Design a website in Kompozer/HTML/ Frontpage on any one of the following 

topics :- 

1.   India - My Pride 

2.   Digital India 

3.   Heroes within Us 

 

The website should consist of at least 6 pages  with good formatting, aesthetics 

and presentation. Website should be submitted in the form of .htm file. Email 

your work with your Name, class, section to school email -id: 

skool.saket.del@apj.edu 

 

Hindi 
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FRENCH 

 

1.Conjugez  les  verbes  suivantes  au  présent  et faites  les  phrases  avec  des  

verbes: 

Prendre,savoir,rentrer,apprendre,écouter,chanter,nager,boire,choisir,avoir. 

 

2.Complétez  les  exercices  de  grammaire dans  votre  cahier  du  chapitre1and  

2. 

3.Ecrivez  quelques  lignes  ce  que  vous  aimez et ce  que  voun’aimez  pas.(10  

lignes)(cahier) 

4. Que  prenez vous  pour  le petit-dejeuner,dejeuner,gouter  et  diner?(cahier) 

 

L’ACTIVIT  

Make  a  French  Magazine  where  students  can put  french culture  and  

civilisation,fashion brands,french  recipe,crosswords etc.It has  to be 

colourful,creative and presentable.You  can  also  give  title  to  your  magazine. 

2.Make  a  family  tree .Paste  the  picture of  your  family  members and  write 

the  relations  on it.Do  it  on  a sheet  of  paper. 
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